
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a client analytics. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for client analytics

Build project work plans and manage projects to complete all activities
Performs in-depth analysis of customer’s business and technical requirements
and develops clear definition of the appropriate solution including
Provide reports & analysis based on data exchanged between different
departments/teams
Capitalize on key business opportunities and develop strategic profitability
initiatives at a client and market level through information analysis and
business intelligence
Perform client-specific analysis on portfolio data including proprietary
information, such as customer demographics, activity, spend levels and
financial information
Continuously develop and present innovative ideas in order to improve
current business practices within the VPS North America team
Enhance the sophistication and robustness of the consulting offering through
the development of advanced statistical analysis and modeling using the
appropriate analytical tools such as SAS and Hadoop
Produce, analyze and interpret customer insights, client and market data to
deliver relevant actionable recommendations and solutions which improve
client performance and drives understanding of client issues
Provide thought leadership by generating insights from data analytics,
consumer insights/tracking studies that result in incremental revenue and
shape business/marketing strategies
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Qualifications for client analytics

Strong management and leadership skills with demonstrated experience
building and cultivating highly performing teams
Ability to evaluate, establish and manage multiple priorities in a complex
environment with many competing demands
Willingness and ability to lead and work in teams with personnel of all levels
to accomplish project objectives
Demonstrated ability to work with senior management to affect meaningful
change in processes, capabilities and culture
Strong commitment to cross organization collaboration to identify and
capture wins for the organization
Degree in Computer Science or similar analytic field


